
Visiting the Museum as a Family

MUSEUM HANDS AND FEET
•  Use Museum Feet — no running in the Museum and no sitting 
    or stepping on platforms.
•  Use Museum Hands — no touching the artwork, walls, or cases 
    (exceptions exist, but check first).
•  Do not chew gum or bring any food or drink into the galleries.
•  Stay close to your parents or chaperones.
•  Feel free to have a seat on benches or the floor.
•  Plan to come back! Trying to see everything in one visit can be 
    overwhelming.

Seeing Red!  Colors can be primary 
(blue, red, and yellow) or secondary 
(green, violet, and orange) or a 
one of a thousand variations that 
can be created by mixing colors 
together. The color red has powerful 
connotations and has been used by 
artists to convey a range of meanings 
over the centuries. Red can represent anger, courage, sin, 
patriotism, love, beauty, and warning—just to give a few examples. 
Look for the color red in the artworks and explore how the color 
affects each work. Does it add drama? Is it the main color or does 
it play a small role? Is the artist trying to lead your eye by using the 
color red? How does the color red make you feel? Calm? Agitated? 
Continue to look for the color red outside the Museum and keep a 
list of the many uses and meanings of this very powerful color.

Alexander Calder, Five Rudders, 1964. Painted sheet metal and rods, 126 x 98¼ x 112". Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum, 
Washington University in St. Louis. Gift of Mrs. Mark C. Steinberg, 1964. © Artists Rights Society (ARS).

We welcome you to the Mildred Lane Kemper Museum and hope your visit will be memorable! It’s helpful to talk to your 
kids about museum etiquette and rules before you visit; children appreciate knowing expected behavior in advance.

Shape Up!  Shapes are one of the building blocks artists use in creating their 
compositions. Shapes can be geometric (square, rectangle, triangle, circle) 
or they can be organic (free-form or natural shapes). Start by searching the 
galleries for geometric shapes. How many of each can you find? What colors 
are these shapes? Are they warm colors (red, yellow, orange) or are they cool 
colors (blue, green, purple)? Does the color affect how you respond to the 
work? After you have found several geometric shapes, try looking for organic 
shapes. Compare and contrast a work with geometric shapes with one that 
has organic shapes. 

Below are a few activities to help your children look deeper and explore more. Remember that there are many different
ways to engage with art – you can start by looking closely, asking questions, and using your imagination.

Wassily Kandinsky, Kleine Welten IV (Small Worlds IV), 
from the series Kleine Welten (Small Worlds), 1922. 
Lithograph, 13½ x 11½”. University purchase, Plant 
Replacement Fund, 1964. © 2011 Artists Rights 
Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris.



Tricky Textures! Texture is the way an object feels or looks like it 
would feel, and texture can be real or imaginary. Looking for texture 
can be a little more difficult than looking for shapes or colors, but 
once you start exploring, you’ll be amazed at the various textures you 
can find.  Without touching, can you find paintings that have a bumpy 
surface? Try looking at a painting from the side. Which works of art 
seem to have a smooth surface? Look for humans wearing clothing in 
the art — what might their clothes feel like if they stepped out of the 
painting and stood in front of you? Again without touching, compare 
the surfaces of different sculptures. How many adjectives can you 
come up with to describe the different textures? 

Jean Dubuffet, Tête barbue (Bearded Head), 1959. Driftwood with barnacles, 11 1/8 x 8 1/2 x 4”. Gift of Florence S. Weil, 1982. © 
2011 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris. 

MORE FUN THINGS TO DO!

Scavenger Hunt – Look for details in the 
Bernoudy Permanent Collection Gallery. Pick up 
a scavenger hunt at the Visitor Services Desk or 
download it from the Museum website.

Title Switch – Try giving the works of art new 
titles. What inspired your choices?

Postcard Search – Buy postcards from the gift 
shop and see if you can find the original work 
of art in the galleries. Or, choose a postcard of a 
favorite work of art to send to a friend or family 
member.

It’s Alive! – Can you show how the sculptures on 
the plaza would move if they came to life?

Who’s That? – Look at the portraits in the 
galleries and decide who would make the best 
babysitter, who’s the grumpiest, or who might 
make a good teacher.

Join us for a tour! The Mildred Lane Kemper Art Museum offers free, individualized tours and education programs for 
groups of all ages. To schedule a tour for a school group, organization, or group of friends and family, contact Amy Miller, 
assistant educator, at amy.miller@wustl.edu or 314.935.5624.

The Museum is free and open to the public 11a-5p daily, except Tuesdays, and 11a-8p on the first Friday of every month. 
Visitor parking is available every day and is free on weekends; easy Metrolink access from the Skinker station. Contact 
314.935.4523 or visit kemperartmuseum.wustl.edu for more information. 


